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INTRODUCTION

The problem of oil migration, its accuraulation,
and the factors affecting its migration and
accumulation is the subject of much controversy.
Very little that has been published on this subject
is from the direct result of experimental study of
the oil in sands,under conditions reproduced in the
laboratory that are similar to those met with in the
oil fields.

After studying the many factors influencing the
movement and the resistance to the movement of oil
thru sand, a few simple experiments have been
conducted. These were made for the purpose of
finding out the effects of these factors on the oil
when it enters the sand. While conditions vary in
ever:}""section of tho country, the experiments have
been conducted under such conditions that make them
ideal for ~he movement of the oil. In ~his way the
most favorable condition tnat might exist is
considered.

As these experiments do not attempt to investi-
gate the origin oLcoil, the following tl1eory has
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been assumed. Oil is formed primarily from organic
material such as the old animal and plant life
that was buried at a much earlier period in the
finer sediments ..It is also assluned that oil in
liquid form was derived from these organic deposits
after decomposition, by the differential movement of
the shales, in which they were deposited. This latter
assmnption seems well founded by the results of a
series of experiments that were conducted by Mr.
Alexander W. McCoy. These are discussed at length in
his paper on trNoteson Principles of Oil Accumulation"
in the Journal of Geology Vol XXVII, No.4. Briefly
his experiments and results were as follows.

He experimented with the bituminous material
contained in the oil shales called Kerogen and found
that this material would give hydro carbons in
liquid f01W upon heating to 450 degrees F. This temp-
erature is much higher, however, than that reached at
a depth of 3000 feet, this being the average limit
for the occurence of Kero~en deposits. At this depth

I....J -

the ~emperature would range only from SO to 100 F.
He next studied the effects of pressure and movement
upon these bituminous shales by the followi~
exneriment. An iron tube was made as sho~n in Fig 1.
\.i.,;.4
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It was thinned at the center to allow an expansion
of the crossectional area and a flowage of the
shale when put under pressure. A piece of shale
(yielding 25 gal~. of oil per ton) was inserted in
the tube and the pistons fitting closely to the
sides ~ ~ were pushed in from the ends. Fig. 1
shows thl3 tube; as it was set up before pressure
was applied. This was now put in a machine and put
under pressure. The pistons were forced in and
bulging took place ,at the center, thus causing the
shale to flow. No appreciable amount of heat was
developed in this experiment but small globules of
oil were found to be present in the shale after it
was exposed to 6000 pounds pressure. It may be
concluded from this that the hydro-carbons are
first contained in the solid form in the shales and
are liberated from the solid mass in a liquid fonn

by differential movement of the shales.
It now remains to get this oil which is in

liquid form encased in the shales, into the sands.
This may be easily explained by.a very simple
experiment in capilarity. A piece of fine grained
but porous shale is soaked for a week or so in a
bath of oil, on.beir~ removed the oil is allowed
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to drain off. The shale is then inmersed in a
vessel of water and allowed to stand. The capilary
action of the water will force the oil OUi) of the
shale and in timo free it from oil. Such action
could take place wherever the fine grained shales,
bearing oil, come in contact with ~he coarser
grained sandstones. The oil WOUld move into the
larger pore space of the sandstone, the water
roplacing the oil in the shale. The movement of the
oil from now on and the study of some of the
factors that come into play was the object of this
thesis.
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INVESTIGATIONS

Perhaps the simplest explanation of the move-
ment of the oil ahd.:~itsaccumulation is embodied
in the well knovm "structural Theoryrr. This theory
primarily depends upon the difference in specific
gravity of oil and water for the movement of the
oil, and upon the so called "Favorable structurelt

for its accumulation. While this difference in
specific gravity exerts a force that tends to
make the oil move it will be seen later that this
is only one of the many forces acting on the oil
and tnat in "itself it is not sufficient.

A study of the meaning of "Favorable Stnlcture"
leads to some very interesting facts tnat should
be briefly reviewed. The drill records of oil wells
in the oil fields thIoughout the cOUl1try has made
possible the study and determination of the
~derlying structure and fonnation. For the purpose
of aiding by structure, the pros.f)ectingfor new
oil wells, these forulations have been correlated.
The tabulation by ilirr. Ernst Blu~er is shovvn on the
next page. This outlines in a breif way the
gathered information.
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FAVORABLE STRUCTUP~ and TYPES OF DEPOSITS
I.

I. In folded regions Fold deposits
1 On apex of folds Apex If

(a) On peaks along axis Dome "
(b) On slopes alond axis Slope "

2 On sides of folds Side If

3 On troughs Trough rr

II. In table lands. Table n

1 On gently inclined tables Inclined. If

2 On undulations Undulation n

3 On terraces Terrace It

II.

Dome

Fa ld,' Depo s.i t------ ------Apex deposi t .'".1'roughdeposi t/ ~ .

deposit Slppe deposit

Side deposit

Table deposit

~I~Inclined deposit Undulation deposit Terrace deposit
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By a careful study of this table one finds
that nearly every conceivable structure involving
sedimentary rocks ~s listed as favorable to the
acclUTIulationof oil. This seems to indicate that
the use of the structural theory alone without a
thorough knowledge of the other influencing
factors, is inadequate. In order to better study
these factors that come into play in the migration
and accumulation of oil they have been classified
as shovv.non the following page. This classification
is similar in arrangement to that used by Victor
Ziegler in his article on tiTheIv10vementsof Oil
and Gas through Rocks", published in the'Economic
Geology" Vol XIII of July 1918. A few changes as
well as some additions have been made to the
original list.

With these factors in mind,a series of
experiments were conducted in the laboratory in
order that the effects of these factors on an oil
in a sand could be watched. Throughout these
experiments an oil of a specific gravety of
29.7 degrees" Baume was used. This was determined
by a standard hydrometer.in the laboratory.



INFLUENCING FACTORS in the MIGRATION and ACCU1illLATION
of OIL in SANDS.

A. Gravitative causes
1. Rock pressure and flowage
2. Differences of specific gravity
3. Influence of circulating waters

B. Molecular causes
1. Surface tension
2. Adsorption of gas
3. Capillarity
4. Adhesion
5. Frictional resistance

C. Geological effects
1. Earth movements
2. Heat effect
3. Presence of impervious strata
4. Porosity of sand
5. structure

D. Chemical causes
1. Fonnation of gas and gas pressure
2. Chemical reactions
3. Viscosity of oil.
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To obtain a general idea of the behavior of
oil when present in a sand, .an 800 C.C. beaker of
unclassified and unsized sand was saturated with
water. Fifteen C.C. 'of oil was injected into the
center of the mass of sand and the beaker allowed
to stand for three weeks. At the end of this time
no oil had appeared at the surface nor at the sides
of the jar which thus indicated very little or no
movement ,of the oil.

In order to watch the oil that was completely
hidden fron~'view in this experiment, another was
set up in a glass jar similar to the one in figure
three. Crushed quartz was used in this experirr1ent,
crushed to pass 20 mesh. The jar was filled up to
th~ line AB in Fig. 3 with the crushed quartz and
saturated with water. A thin layer of oil about
1/4 of an inch deep was poured on this and the
rest of the jar filled with water. Th~ quartz
displacing the oil caused it to rise in the jar
thus saturating the section of quartz between the
AB and CD with oil. The remaining portion of
quartz above the line CD was then saturated with
water and this portion above connected with that
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below by a TIlbber tube. This connection was made
under water so as to insure a continuous circuit
of water and the ejection of all the air. This
experiment was allowed ot stand the same length
of time as the preceeding one. No movement of the
oil was noted. It l;.ras thought that tho sharp angl es
of the freshly crushed material might have allowed
the grains to lay closer together than the more
rOtu1ded weatherea grains of an oil sand and offer
more resistance to the movement of the oil •.This
.seemed true as in later experiments it was found
that it took a sand throuGh 28 mesh to offer
enoue;hresistance to the smae oil to keep it from
moving.(See sizing table page x, appendix). It
should be observed that in these experiments the I

effect of capillarity on the movement of the oil
has been eliminated since the oil and the sand are
contained in a sand of the same size. Hence the only
factor causing movement is the force of specific
graVity.

Having found the limiting size of a sand
particle through which oil would migrate directly
upward, it vias now desired to find the minimunl
angle with the horizontal of a stratified bed up
which tho Jil would travel. That is thore must be
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some limiting angle of a bed of uniform size sand
in which the component along the dip of the
vertical force of gravity is not large enough to .
overcome the factors of resistance to the movement
of the oil. It is evident that this angle would
change by varying the size of the sand grain.

At this point some trouble was encountered
in setting up a suitable experiment by which this
angle could be determined. These experiments th':lt
proved to be a failure as far as results were
concerned are described in the appendix under
articles A, B, and C. A method was finally devised,
as: described in the following experiment, that
proved to be a success. It proved to require so
much time in setting up and conducting the
experiments that this part of the work was onritted
and this devise used to study the effects of
capillari tJ" wi th the force of gravi ty.

For this work, a tank was constructed as
shovm in figure 4, the ends and bottom were made
of copper and the sides of glass. 'The glass was
cemented in with a mixture of litharge and
glycerine. This proved to be a very good cementing
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material and water tight. Holes were bored in the
ends and bottom of the tank as shown in the diagram
so as to allow access to the inside of the tank
from the various parts of the tank for the injection
and withdrawal of solutions. The tank was now
partly filled with water and a structure as shown
in fi~~re 5 built up of sand. The lower left hand
corner was filled with a seven mesh sand, the
finer unsized beach sand was then put in and the
dome like mound formed on which an inch and quarter
of seven mesh material was poured. This was put
on at the highest point and allowed to run down
and buildup on the f?ides thus allowing it to
become stratified. Over this a mixture of fine sand
and plaster of paris was poured so as to form an
in~ervious layer which usually is found overlying
an oil sand. On this more unsized beach sand was
poured and the tank filled to within four or five
inches of the top. It should be noted that the
sand was practically free from any incased air as
the struacture was built un lmder water and anv~ ~

adhering. bubbles of air were bnlshed from the sand
particles as they fell through the water into place.
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Oil was n01v injected .in the seven mesh sand
in the lovier left hand. corner of the tank through
ane of the holes in the end"of t4e tank. Care was
taken during thi,s process not ,to distur~ the sand
andnbt force the oil in under too mUch pressure.
Fifty C.C. of oil was introduced. This displaced
the water:':in:the,.:.co.arse..sand but 'did not enter
the finer 'sand at ,the side •.As soon as the 'oil
had all been forced into the sand the hole was
sealed off and the experiment. allowed to stand.
The oil was observed to travel slowly upward
following the incline but remaining in the seven
mesh sand. At the end of a:uweektrLtime ..the ()iiseerned
to have come to equilibrium and no more movement
was noted. The photograph in figure 5 was then
taken. From this it can be seen by close inspection
that most of the oil has accumulated in the upper
part of this anti~linal structure. It can also be
noted that there are also small globul~s of oil
along the incline and especially at the lower'left
hand end. These globules or pools seemed to be
arrested'by the pac~ing together of some of the
sand grains thus forming a dam~,thus preventing the

,globule continuing ppward with the main portion
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of. the oil body. The main oil body or pool seemed
to have completely replaced the water in the
upper part of the anticline and to.have. come to.rest,
the bottom horizon of the pool being a little
lower on the side of the anticline.than on the
other. The armlike projection of oil that appears
above the coarse sand of the anticline is a thin
film of oil that filled a space that was formed
between the plaster of paris and the glass due
to the bending of-the glass after the plaster
had set,by the increased pressure of the overlying
sand.

It was now desired .to find out whether or'not
the pres6:q.ceof.gas would effect the movement or., .

accumulation of the oil. After this experiment had
reached equilibrium gasoli~e vapor was injected
in the seven mesh sand in the lower left hand corner
in which the oil vias first introduced. This was
forced in gently so that it would b~bble up through
the sand and not be under pressure. The gas
irmnediately rose through the coarse sand following
the incline to the top. Here it replaced the oil
forcing it downward on either side of the anticline.
There was present in the'top of the anticline now
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a pool of gas below which on either side of the
anticline was a pool of oil. The rising bubbles
did not soem to affect the small pobls of oil
that'were 'gathered alone; the side of the anticline
and in only a few cases caused them to disappear.
In figure 6 the line AA shows the lower horizon
of the gas pool and line BB the.lower horizon of
the oil pool.

This experiment seemed to indicate that the
oil would travel up an incline of 30 degrees ina
seven mesh sand -but would not enter the finer
material. The introduction of gas has little
&ffect on the ma-vement of the oil but will replace
the oil in its place of acctunulation. It also
shows that small local accumulations of oil are
formed where tho sand particles are fine enough
or are packed tOBether close enough to offor a
resistance to the oil greater than its force of
gravity. The fact that the oil remained in the
coarser sand and did not enter in tho finer in
any place of contact pionts out that the capillary
action is a very important factor in the oil
accumulation. To better study this factor another
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experiment was set up .
This experiment was very similar to the

preceedinG one and a structure of the same form
was constructed. Instead of using one size sand
for .the anticline a layer an inch thick was
first poured on of 14 mesh sand and on this
another layer an inch thick of 28 mesh material.
Over this as in the other experil.ient,a layer of
fine unsized sand VJas poured. This time plaster
of paris was not used,as the preceeding
experin:ent seemed to indicate that the capillary
action of the oil would cause the fine grained
overlying sand to act as an impervious bed. The
oil was injected in the lower left hand corner
as before,ancl the experiment allowed t.o stand.

In this case the oil mierated upward as
before only much more slowly. The main body of
the oil travelled up the incline in the 14 mesh
sand. None of the oil entered the fine grained
unsizeJ sand. Some oil.however entered the 28
mesh material but only at intervals up the
incline where tho sand did not appear to be as
tightly packed as in the other.places. The oil
collected in the ulJper part of the anticline as.
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before,in a pool, the lower.horizon of the pool,
lower down cn,;,the si.r1e up which the oil migrated.
After the oil had reached 8quilibriu~ and no more
movement was noted, the tank was drained. from:,the
bottom and the movement of the oil watched. As
water drained out the bottom the oil drained do~~
the anticline and collected in the sand in which
it was first introduced. During this whole
procedure the oil did not Bnter the finer sand
and in draining down to the bottom followed the
path of the least resistance to its point of
accumulation.

This experiment shows that the oil behaves
in accordance with the fact that oil has a
negative capillarity. If oil be dra~~ up in a
tube it has a convex surface which is the opposite
from tho fonn that water assumes in the same tube.
thus showing its property of negative capillarity.
Another method of showing this property is to
insert a piece of glass plate in a small tank of
water and by means of a tube allow oil to run out
the end of tho tube in-small globules underneath
the piece of glass. The oil will hit the glass in
small spherical globules ~nd roll tlP the under
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surface of tho glass to the top where it soon
disperses over the surface of the water. Tllis
action of the rising globule of oil shows the
strong tendency of the oil to stick together
in a mass. With these things in mind,the following
conclusions of the actions of the forces of
gravity, capillarity, surface tension,'adhesion
and frictional resistance on the migration and
accumulation of oil in a sand contained in a so
called favorable structure lmder ideal conditions
can be drawn.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Oi-l of a specific gravity of 29.7 degrees
Baume will migrate up a slope of }O degrees throug~
a sand larger than 28 mesh.

2. Oil will displace water in a sand providing
the sand containing the water is coarser than. the"
sand containing the oil.

3. Oil has a negative capillarity and will not
travel from a coarse sand into a finer one.

4. Oil will travel upward and remain in the
coarsest sand until it comes to a point where it is
surrounded by a finer sand or by a ~and where the
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grains are cemented or packed closer together. It
will then come to rest.

5." Gas,.will disp~a.ce::oiliil,a sand.
6. Gas has very little affect on the movement

of oil but is an important factor on determining
its point of accrunulation.

"7. Oil displaced by a gas will remain in the
coarse sand and travel downward ~f need be in order
to remain in the coarser material.
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APPENDIX.

A.
A number of experiments were tried in glass

boxes as shown. in the figure.seven. These were
made from pieces of plate glass set in a wooden
bottom that had been grooved to receive them.
The corners were parafined and the top sealed on
with putty. A good deal of difficulty was encountered
in setting these up and getting them properly
sealed~around the corners. The next problem was
to get tho sand in the box as free from air as
possible and have it stratified so that the grains
WOuld lie much the same as though they were
deposited there by water. To do this and inject
oil in the sand, then seal on tne cover proved to
be nearly impossible and the results that were
obtained were of little or no value except that
it showed tha~ this method was not satisfactory.

B.
A number of attemps were next made with the

apparatus as shown in figure g to watch the
action of tne oil when put in a sized sand and
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allowed to stand. It was proposed to set up a
number of these tubes each containing sand of
a different size. By increasing the anglo of
inclination of these tubes with the horizontal
a few degrees every 24 hours until a perceptible
movement of the ail contained in each Viasnoted,
the minimum angle up which oil would travel in
the various sizes of sand could be detennined.
This apparatus consisted of a glass tube ten
inches long, one end being sealed by plaster of
paris and parafine with a small glass tube
insetted to allow the introduction of oil after
the tube had been filled with sand and water.
The large tube was next set on end the sealed
end dovvn, the small giass tube sealed by a
l~bber tube and stop cock. Water was poured in
and then the sized sand a few grains at a time
so that air bubbles would not be carried down
'Vvith the mass. The sand was .then well shaken
down and the other end sealed off"an inverted
furillelfirst put on top so that any air that
might be in the mass could escape when it rose
to the top. These were allowed to stand for a
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D .5r7Zoti glQ55 tube .sealed irz place
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few days in order that the mass get well settled
and free from as much air as possible. They were
then laid ina horizontal 'position and fifteen ?c
of oil injected care being taken not to force it
in wi th too much pressure to disturb.' the sand.
Much trouble was encountered from the start in
setting up and conducting these experiments and
finail~ 'had to be given up and something more
satisfactory tried. Great difficulty. was enc9untered
in making a tight seal and even with the use of
s.ealiTh3wax the water seemed to persist in leaking
out and air bubbles forming. Then again when the
tubes were put in a horizontal position after
being filled in an upright position the sand
particles would come away from the upper part of
the glass tube and leave a small space and
channel up wich the oil could travel once it reached
the surface of the glass. The results obtained from
these experiments were of little value and another
attempt was made this time using a conll11onbread
tin as the container for the sand,water and oil.
The method of setting up these and mode of
proceedure is outlined on the following page under C.
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c.

In these experiments an ordinary bread tin. Fig 9
about 12 inches long 4 inches wide and 3 inches
deep was used. A glass tube was first bent so
that could be sealed in place down one corner of
the tin and out into the center of the tin the
end being on the bottom of the pan and about 2
inches from its end. The pan was next filled
with water and sand poured in slowly. While
pouring in the sand the pan was shaken thus
causing the sand to stratify and the particles
to arrange'themselves in a similar order to that
of deposition. Over this bed of sand that was
about one inch thick a glass plate was placed
and pressed down firmly. Plaster of paris was
then poured arolmd the edges of the glass thus
sealinB and holding it in place. Fifteen c,c. of
oil was now injected into the sand through the
small glass tube the same care being taken to
not to disturb the sand particles. The whole pan

was now put in a large tank partly full of water,
this acted as a water seal and at the same time
allowed the small pan to be set on an incline
simply by raising on end of the large tank.
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A nmnbet of these pans were set up and put in the
tank, each pan containing a different size sand.
One end of the tank was raised a few degrees
eacn day as in the preceeding experiment and the .
behavior of the oil watchecl. Wi th these experiments
the oil di~ not appear to move tlrrough sands
smaller than tan mesh (mesh sizes given on page x
of the appendix) set at an'angle of thirty degrees
or less. It was found very difficult to watch and
obtain very definite results from these experiments
as only the top of the sand YlaS visi ble through
the glass. One of the pans containing ten mesh
was frozen after it had set at an angle of thirty
rarione week. This did not give any satisfactory
results as during the freezing there was a
segregation of the water and its impurities, in
thi s case the impuri ty being oil. On" breaking
open the frozen mass it was fOlu1d that the oil
had been forced to~vard the center, ,the part
frozen last and had collected there thus not
aiding in determining its position at the end of
the experiment. It was evident that some other
method must be employed so that the oil would
be visible from at least two sides and its
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position determined at the end of the experiment
in this way. In an effort to do this the small
tank as described in the report proper was
constructed and rather profitable results obtained.
Before discarding this method however, another
panlV'1aS set np with a sand of 5 on 6 mesh on the
bottom and over this a sand through 9 on 10. This
was set at an angle in the large tank as before
except the cover of glass was left off. This was
done to see if the capillary action. of ,the water
would keep the oil out of tho finer sand, this
finer layer acting as an imperviouL bed. throuGh
which the oil vlould not travel. This seemed to
bo tho case as no oil appeared through the finer
sahds at the end. of a weeks tinie. As before the
position of the oil underneath could not be
determined mlt it seemed to point to the fact
that capillary action was an important factor
in the accumulation of oil.
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TABLE OF 1~SH SIZES

In preparation for the experiments, beach sand
was sized through screens as listed in the table
below. The sand sizes are designated by the the screen
on whi ch they fal!'.A ten" mesh sand = thru 9 an 10.

1 .6.51
- - - - - - - - -

1 • 168
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.833

------- .589

SCREEN IEESH

4

5
6

7

9
10

14
-.-.-
20

- - - - -28
40

DIilllliETEROF HOLE
IN jI, r "t,r1,11 • .LV4-.

5.220
3.937

- - - - -3.391
3.092
- - - -2.440
1 .950

• 3~~O

DIAMETEROF HOLE
IN INCHES

.206

.155
-------

.134
• 122

.096
-------.077

- - - -
.065
- - - - - -.046

-------.033
.023
.013



VOID SPACE in DIFFERENT SIZE SANDS.
A simplc experiment was perfol~ed to detennine

the amount of water a given vollune arid size of
sand would contain. In these experiments the
volurne or quantity of sand was kept constant and
the size varied. This was done by putting 200 C.C.
of sand in a graduate and shaking it do"V'mwell so
that the top of the sand was level with the 200
C.C. mark. Water was poured in from another
graduate and the volllli1erequired to saturate and
fill the sand,;pores up to the 200 mark ~was measured.
The resul ts obtained are tabulated below. This shoYis

that the void space is equal in all the sizes of
sand used.

SAND SIZE QUANTrrry OF SAND VOLill,£E OF ,," T""R~1A .1!J,l,mesh 200 c.c. 80 C.C.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 II 200 II 77 11

- - - - - - .- - - - -7 " 200 II 78 II

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
8 " 200 II 77 II

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
9 II 200 If 77 If

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
10 " 200 It So "- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
14 It 200 II 81 "
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